Abstract: Various resource description framework (RDF) partitioning methods have been studied for the efficient distributed processing of a large RDF graph. The RDF graph has symmetrical characteristics because subject and object can be used interchangeably if predicate is changed. This paper proposes a dynamic partitioning method of RDF graphs to support load balancing in distributed environments where data insertion and change continue to occur. The proposed method generates clusters and subclusters by considering the usage frequency of the RDF graph that are used by queries as the criteria to perform graph partitioning. It creates a cluster by grouping RDF subgraphs with higher usage frequency while creating a subcluster with lower usage frequency. These clusters and subclusters conduct load balancing by using the mean frequency of queries for the distributed server and conduct graph data partitioning by considering the size of the data stored in each distributed server. It also minimizes the number of edge-cuts connected to clusters and subclusters to minimize communication costs between servers. This solves the problem of data concentration to specific servers due to ongoing data changes and additions and allows efficient load balancing among servers. The performance results show that the proposed method significantly outperforms the existing partitioning methods in terms of query performance time in a distributed server.
Introduction
Web technology has continuously evolved, and a variety of information has become available on the web with the increasing number of web users and amount of information on the web. The general web service has provided information suitable for users' search needs through hyperlinks among information resources; however, it has been associated with difficulties in terms of accurate information searches and the meaningful interpretation of information. In other words, a next-generation web that can meet users' various needs and support more accurate searches is now needed. The semantic web is under the spotlight as an alternative to the next-generation web [1, 2] . It can define meaningful relationships among data and generate new knowledge through reasoning [3, 4] .
As metadata and ontology play a core role in the semantic web, the resource description framework (RDF) was proposed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to describe web data formally [5] [6] [7] . The RDF is a language to specify metadata with the capability to express semantic relationships among information resources and sentences with the subject, predicate, and object structure [8] [9] [10] . In other words, when RDF documents with subjects, predicates, and objects are used, computers can identify the relationships among information resources and process data more efficiently and accurately [11] [12] [13] .
In an RDF graph that models RDF documents as graphs, subjects and objects are represented by vertices and predicates are represented by edges. Subject and object can be changed if the meaning of the predicate is changed. That is, the RDF graph has symmetrical characteristics because subject and object can be used interchangeably if predicate is changed. With the development of big data technologies and the spread of the semantic web, the RDF graph is growing continuously [14, 15] . When handling large RDF graphs on a single server, the performance and speed of processing storage make it difficult to service many users [16] [17] [18] [19] . Therefore, a RDF graph partitioning method is required to store and manage data using multiple servers [20] [21] [22] . The existing RDF partitioning methods focused on minimizing the number of edge-cuts generated by partitioning [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, they can concentrate data on a particular server because it partitions the entered data according to predetermined criteria [27] [28] [29] [30] . In addition, various query requests from users increase the cost of communication between specific servers [31] [32] [33] . For example, partitioning RDF graph data on distributed servers and joining queries on partitioned edges increases the cost of communication between servers and delays response time for queries. To solve this problem, a study of dynamic partitioning methods has been carried out [34] [35] [36] [37] .
The social portioning and replication (SPAR) performs data replication in the same server to improve data locality and minimize network load [35, 38] . Self evolving distributed graph management environment (Sedge) repartitions graph to reduce the cost of communication between servers and performs data replication to ensure load balancing among servers [37] . However, in environments with ongoing graph data additions and changes, data become concentrated to certain servers due to the ongoing data additions, and if users' query requests become concentrated on the server with data concentration, the performance as a parallel system decreases. In addition, when replicating data in distributed servers, if the original data is modified, additional operations for the replicates are required. In this paper, a dynamic environment is defined as an environment where ongoing additions and changes occur. Accordingly, conventional methods are not suitable for dynamic environments in terms of data storage, load balancing, and query processing. In the existing dynamic partitioning methods, the communication cost between servers increases when join queries are processed.
We propose a basic partitioning strategy for RDF graph considering partition size in previous work [39] . A concept of a cluster and a subcluster for partitioning a large RDF graph in a distributed environment was proposed by [39] . In addition, the RDF graph is partitioned according to the partition size using a cluster and a subcluster. However, [39] did not provide detailed partitioning strategies and algorithms. Also, there is a lack of performance evaluation to prove the improvement of the proposed method. This paper is an extended version of the method proposed in [39] and proposes an RDF partitioning method to provide load balancing without data replication in distributed RDF stores. To meet users' constantly changing query needs, grouping is performed based on the subgraph frequently used by queries, and a partitioning method to minimize the number of edge-cuts among partitions is used. Partitioning considering the size of the generated partitions solves the problem of data concentration to specific servers. In addition, load balancing is possible by partitioning the partitions by calculating the average frequency of data usage on the distributed server. Through this approach, the proposed method can maximize the strengths of the parallel processing system and provide faster replies to queries than existing methods. In order to demonstrate the improvement of the proposed method, we analyze the characteristics of the existing and proposed methods and perform various performance evaluations. The contribution of the method proposed in this paper is as follows. We propose a method to collect the information of the subgraph used in the query to perform the partition using the RDF graph usage pattern.
•
We propose a detailed algorithm for creating clusters and subclusters, and propose a partitioning method using clusters and subclusters.
•
We analyze existing and proposed methods according to various criteria such as partitioning policy, replication policy, load discrimination, partition size, and partitioning condition.
We demonstrate the improvement of the proposed method by comparing the performance of the proposed method with that of the existing method as well as evaluating its own performance.
maintains auxiliary data to perform repartitioning. The auxiliary data stores the list of accumulated weight of vertices in each partition and the number of neighbors of each vertex in each partition. The repartitioning process has two steps. In the first step, each server runs the repartitioner algorithm using the auxiliary data to choose some vertices in its partition that should be migrated to other partitions. These vertices are logically moved to the destination partition until no more vertices are selected for migration. In the second step, physical data migration is performed. Vertices and relationships that were marked for migration by the repartitioner are moved to the target partitions. Troullinou et al. proposed a semantic partitioning method for the RDF store to reduce communication costs and enhance query performance [41] . This method performs vertical partitions utilizing both structural and semantic information to select the most important nodes and then to assign the remaining nodes to the proper clusters. First, the most important nodes are identified to select the centroid for each cluster. The dependence is used to eventually assign the remaining nodes to the cluster maximizing the dependence with the corresponding centroid.
Leng et al. proposed a balanced RDF graph partitioning (BRGP) for storing massive RDF data on cloud [42] . BRGP use a modularity-based multi-level label propagation algorithm (MMLP) to partition RDF graph roughly. In MMLP, LP algorithm is performed to find dense subgraphs, and each subgraph forms a coarsened vertex of upper level. To generate a balanced k-way partitioning, a balanced K-mediods clustering algorithm is used. BRGP not only minimizes the edge-cut but also keeps the balance of vertex distribution.
Hayes and Gutiérrez proposed a model to represent a RDF graph as a bipartite graph [43] . The RDF graph can be represented by a simple ordered 3-uniform hypergraph. The proposed model is intermediate model of RDF between the abstract triple syntax and data structures used by applications. This model provides an approach to stratify an RDF graph into data and schema layers.
Tomaszuk et al. discussed classical graph partitioning methods and presented four ways to transform an RDF graph to a classical graph representation [44] . This paper presented that a directed labeled graph can be easily transformed into a RDF graph, but the reversed transformation is cumbersome. The practical relevance of RDF graph partitioning is evaluated by using the gpmetis algorithm.
Akhter et al. compared seven RDF graph partitioning methods in two different evaluation setups [45] . The existing partitioning methods are evaluated in terms of partitioning time, partitioning imbalance, and query processing time. Total communication volume (TCV)-Min leads to smallest query runtimes followed by Property-Based, Horizontal, Recursive-Bisection, Subject-Based, Hierarchical, and Min-Edgecut, respectively. In general, partitioning methods that minimize the total number of selected sources proves to provide better runtime performances.
The Proposed Dynamic Partitioning Method

Architeucture
In a dynamic RDF environment, a large-scale RDF graph is continually added and changed. The existing dynamic partitioning methods have the problem of performing unnecessary work due to data concentration and replicate data. Therefore, dynamic partitioning methods are needed to provide fast query responses in dynamic RDF graph environments. This paper proposes an RDF dynamic partitioning method that take into consideration load balancing by analyzing the subgraph frequently used by queries. The proposed method provides load balancing by grouping, taking into account the frequency of use of the data used in user request queries. An RDF document consists of a subject, a predicate, and an object. When modeling an RDF document as a graph, subject and object are represented by vertices and predicates are represented by edges. Query frequency represents the number of subgraphs used together by query when subject, predicate, and object are modeled as graphs. It groups the RDF subgraphs with higher frequency of queries to create a cluster, and groups the RDF subgraphs with relatively lower frequency of queries to create subclusters. The proposed method solves the problem of data concentration to specific servers by considering the size of the partitions to which the graph data will be partitioned. It also minimizes the number of edge-cuts connected to the partition, minimizing the cost of communication between servers during join processing. Figure 1 shows the whole process of the proposed dynamic partitioning method. If the queries are concentrated on a specific server and the communication cost between servers increase between servers during query processing, the proposed method repartitions the RDF graph through the following three steps. The first step is the cluster creation, in which RDF subgraphs that are frequently used in queries are grouped to create clusters. The clusters are the criteria for data partitioning for load balancing and are created with RDF graphs with high query frequency. The second step is the subcluster generation, and the subgroups are generated with data with lower query frequency than the clusters. The last step is the graph partitioning, and partitions are generated based on data size, query frequency, and the number of edges. subclusters. The proposed method solves the problem of data concentration to specific servers by considering the size of the partitions to which the graph data will be partitioned. It also minimizes the number of edge-cuts connected to the partition, minimizing the cost of communication between servers during join processing. Figure 1 shows the whole process of the proposed dynamic partitioning method. If the queries are concentrated on a specific server and the communication cost between servers increase between servers during query processing, the proposed method repartitions the RDF graph through the following three steps. The first step is the cluster creation, in which RDF subgraphs that are frequently used in queries are grouped to create clusters. The clusters are the criteria for data partitioning for load balancing and are created with RDF graphs with high query frequency. The second step is the subcluster generation, and the subgroups are generated with data with lower query frequency than the clusters. The last step is the graph partitioning, and partitions are generated based on data size, query frequency, and the number of edges. Figure 2a , when we process a query on cluster 1 C , we process it by using subgraphs stored in distributed servers 1 N , 2 N , and 3 N . Similarly, queries on 2 C and 4 C are processed in two distributed servers. Therefore, communication costs among distributed servers are required to obtain query processing results. When the communication costs among servers for processing a frequent query increase, the proposed method reduces the communication costs by redistributing 1 C , 2 C , and 4 C to the distributed servers. A particular server increases loads when it has many frequently used queries and subgraphs. The proposed method also redistributes subgraphs by considering a partition size stored in a distributed server in order to reduce the server loads. Since the loads of server 1 N increase when 3 C is stored along with 1 C in server 1 N , the proposed method stores 3 C in server 2 N considering the partition size. Figure 2b shows the results of repartitioning in the event of a high load due to query requests. In the proposed method, each partitioning adds and redistributes subclusters properly based on clusters, which solves the problem of data concentration to specific servers and performs efficient load balancing among servers. Figure 2a shows the architecture of the distributed storage of graph data in the distributed server environment with four servers from N 1 to N 4 . C 1~C5 represent clusters with high query frequencies, and S A , S B , S C , and S D represent subclusters with lower query frequencies. As shown in Figure 2a , when we process a query on cluster C 1 , we process it by using subgraphs stored in distributed servers N 1 , N 2 , and N 3 . Similarly, queries on C 2 and C 4 are processed in two distributed servers. Therefore, communication costs among distributed servers are required to obtain query processing results. When the communication costs among servers for processing a frequent query increase, the proposed method reduces the communication costs by redistributing C 1 , C 2 , and C 4 to the distributed servers. A particular server increases loads when it has many frequently used queries and subgraphs. The proposed method also redistributes subgraphs by considering a partition size stored in a distributed server in order to reduce the server loads. Since the loads of server N 1 increase when C 3 is stored along with C 1 in server N 1 , the proposed method stores C 3 in server N 2 considering the partition size. Figure 2b shows the results of repartitioning in the event of a high load due to query requests. In the proposed method, each partitioning adds and redistributes subclusters properly based on clusters, which solves the problem of data concentration to specific servers and performs efficient load balancing among servers. 
Statistical Data
To perform dynamic graph data partitioning, the information on past queries requested by users must be managed as statistical data. For efficient graph partitioning in the dynamic RDF graph environment, the proposed method manages statistical data on queries whenever a query is requested by a user. The statistical data is used to group queries based on query frequency in the cluster generation and subcluster generation stages to perform load balancing as well as meet users' diverse query needs. In addition, they provide information for graph partitioning based on query frequency and query size in the graph partitioning stage.
The proposed method is based on a master-slave architecture in order to collect statistical data as shown in Figure 3 . A slave is a distributed server that stores the partitioned RDF subgraphs and processes a query. The RDF query processor can determine which subgraphs are used together in a distributed server when performing query processing. Therefore, each slave collects the information of the vertices and edges used in the query processing without any additional computation. Each slave stores the query identifier and vertex and edge information used in the query. Whenever the master performs a query, it generates a lot of updates if it creates statistical information by collecting all vertices and edges used in the entire slave. Therefore, each slave periodically sends the information of the vertices and edges used in the queries to the master, and the master creates statistical information using the subgraph pattern used in the queries. However, since the statistical information used in the proposed method collects the subgraph information used by the past queries, it does not update the statistical information even if the graph is changed. That is, the statistical information is updated only when the subgraph patterns used by queries are changed. For example, when server 1 N processes queries 1 Q and 3 Q , it stores query identifiers and the number of vertices included in the query results. Master updates the query frequencies of 1 Q and 3 Q by collecting their query information from server 1 N . Since the RDF graph can be changed continuously, the number of vertices included in the results of the same query can also be changed. Therefore, master periodically updates the number of vertices included in the query result by using the up-to-date query information. 
The proposed method is based on a master-slave architecture in order to collect statistical data as shown in Figure 3 . A slave is a distributed server that stores the partitioned RDF subgraphs and processes a query. The RDF query processor can determine which subgraphs are used together in a distributed server when performing query processing. Therefore, each slave collects the information of the vertices and edges used in the query processing without any additional computation. Each slave stores the query identifier and vertex and edge information used in the query. Whenever the master performs a query, it generates a lot of updates if it creates statistical information by collecting all vertices and edges used in the entire slave. Therefore, each slave periodically sends the information of the vertices and edges used in the queries to the master, and the master creates statistical information using the subgraph pattern used in the queries. However, since the statistical information used in the proposed method collects the subgraph information used by the past queries, it does not update the statistical information even if the graph is changed. That is, the statistical information is updated only when the subgraph patterns used by queries are changed. For example, when server N 1 processes queries Q 1 and Q 3 , it stores query identifiers and the number of vertices included in the query results. Master updates the query frequencies of Q 1 and Q 3 by collecting their query information from server N 1 . Since the RDF graph can be changed continuously, the number of vertices included in the results of the same query can also be changed. Therefore, master periodically updates the number of vertices included in the query result by using the up-to-date query information. Table 1 shows statistical data managed in a master server. Here, ID, server, query, frequency, and size mean identifier, distributed server identifier, query identifier, the query frequency, the number of vertices included in the query result, respectively. Server and query are used to classify the types of queries requested by users. Frequency is used to group clusters and subclusters during dynamic partitioning and to perform the load balancing of servers. Size is used to determine the size of a partition stored in each distributed server as the number of vertices included in the query result. In order to grasp the size of a subgraph frequently used in the query, only the number of vertices used in the query is stored in Table 1 . The information of the edges is needed in addition to the vertices in Table 1 shows statistical data managed in a master server. Here, ID, server, query, frequency, and size mean identifier, distributed server identifier, query identifier, the query frequency, the number of vertices included in the query result, respectively. Server and query are used to classify the types of queries requested by users. Frequency is used to group clusters and subclusters during dynamic partitioning and to perform the load balancing of servers. Size is used to determine the size of a partition stored in each distributed server as the number of vertices included in the query result. In order to grasp the size of a subgraph frequently used in the query, only the number of vertices used in the query is stored in Table 1 . The information of the edges is needed in addition to the vertices in order to identify the subgraph information in the query. Information of vertices and edges in the query, that is, subgraph information, is stored separately with IDs in the statistical data management table. 
Cluster Creation
To process a user-requested query efficiently in a dynamic distributed environment, it is required to minimize join processing between servers and communication cost. The proposed method expects that subgraph that has been frequently requested by users in the past will be stored on the same server and requested again in the future. Therefore, the frequently requested data is grouped into clusters. The cluster consists of RDF subgraphs that have been frequently requested by users. To meet the diverse needs of constantly changing users, we create clusters based on queries that users have frequently used. 
To process a user-requested query efficiently in a dynamic distributed environment, it is required to minimize join processing between servers and communication cost. The proposed method expects that subgraph that has been frequently requested by users in the past will be stored on the same server and requested again in the future. Therefore, the frequently requested data is grouped into clusters. The cluster consists of RDF subgraphs that have been frequently requested by users. To meet the diverse needs of constantly changing users, we create clusters based on queries that users have frequently used.
As for clusters, groupings are performed in such a way that the frequency of the subgraph is close to the average value of the cluster frequency based on statistical data. Clusters are also used as reference points in each server to perform the same load balancing between servers, and as many clusters are created as there are servers. By grouping subgraph stored on multiple different servers into the same server, the proposed method can minimize the communication costs that occur during query processing and provide quick query responses.
Equation (1) calculates the mean cluster frequency AvgCF that is the criterion used to create a cluster in each server, where SumO f HighQF is the sum of the high frequency values when frequency in Table 1 was sorted in descending order. Numo f Server is the number of servers in the distributed environment. In the cluster creation step, the proposed method groups the data with query frequencies higher than AvgCF into clusters. It also groups the data with query frequencies lower than AvgCF into subclusters. Figure 4 shows the process of cluster generation. The queries that have been frequently requested by users are generated into the number of clusters equal to the number of servers (C 1 , C 2 , C 4 , C 6 ). In the case of Table 1 , the number of clusters generated is close to the value of Equation (1) based on the queries with high frequency. Here, AvgCF = 50.25. As many clusters are generated as there are distributed servers. Although C 3 and C 5 are originally subclusters, they are grouped together into a cluster to balance the frequency of C 3 with C 5 .
clusters are created as there are servers. By grouping subgraph stored on multiple different servers into the same server, the proposed method can minimize the communication costs that occur during query processing and provide quick query responses.
Equation (1) calculates the mean cluster frequency AvgCF that is the criterion used to create a cluster in each server, where F SumOfHighQ is the sum of the high frequency values when frequency in Table 1 was sorted in descending order. r NumofServe is the number of servers in the distributed environment. In the cluster creation step, the proposed method groups the data with query frequencies higher than AvgCF into clusters. It also groups the data with query frequencies lower than AvgCF into subclusters. (1) Figure 4 shows the process of cluster generation. The queries that have been frequently requested by users are generated into the number of clusters equal to the number of servers
C , 6 C ). In the case of Table 1 , the number of clusters generated is close to the value of Equation (1) based on the queries with high frequency. Here, AvgCF = 50.25. As many clusters are generated as there are distributed servers. Although 3 C and 5 C are originally subclusters, they are grouped together into a cluster to balance the frequency of 3 C with 5 C . is the current subgraph frequency based on the order value of QDN , and AvgCF denotes the mean cluster frequency. Line 2 sorts user-requested queries in descending order based on frequency to generate clusters based on subgraph with high query frequencies. Lines 3~7 generate as many clusters as the mean cluster frequency based on subgraph frequency.
Algorithm 1 Generating Clusters 1:
procedure Creating_Cluster (Statistical_data )
2: sort Query_data in data frequency based on descending order Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm used to generate clusters. The input parameters are Statistical_data. CntServer is the number of servers in the distributed server, CntQuery_data is the number of the subgraph with high query frequency in descending order in line 2, Query_dataQDN is subgraph based on the order value of QDN in CntQuery_data, Freq_Query_dataQDN is the current subgraph frequency based on the order value of QDN, and AvgCF denotes the mean cluster frequency. Line 2 sorts user-requested queries in descending order based on frequency to generate clusters based on subgraph with high query frequencies. Lines 3~7 generate as many clusters as the mean cluster frequency based on subgraph frequency. for QDN ∈ CntQuery_data do 6:
add Query_dataQDN in ClusterCN 7:
if Freq_Query_dataQDN ≤ AvgCF then exit 8:
add ClusterCN in Clusters 9: return Clusters
Subcluster Creation
The proposed method uses the query frequency based on the average query frequency of the distributed server to perform the same load balancing between servers. The average query frequency for a distributed server is the average query frequency value by which the same load balancing is performed during data partitioning. It is computed based on the frequency of queries from statistical data. Specifically, each server uses a cluster, and a subgroup with a query frequency lower than the cluster frequency performs load balancing on the distributed server by adding the average query frequency of the cluster to the subgroup. In other words, the subcluster creation step creates subclusters by grouping data that is less frequently queried, with the exception of clusters created in the cluster creation phase.
Subclusters refer to subgroups that are grouped based on subgraph as in a cluster but are less frequently queried than in a cluster. They are used to perform the same load balancing between servers, and the subcluster is distributed across clusters of each server to achieve efficient load balancing. That is, subgroups are used to improve the efficiency of load balancing. A subcluster also calculates distance hops using connection edges based on clusters created during the cluster creation step and distributes based on the threshold range that you set. Furthermore, in order to minimize inter-server communication costs, the grouping does not include data that users never request. This avoids the collapse of previously partitioned graph data structures and reduces the cost of additional redistribution through distribution based on the predictive range of queries that users can request in the future. Figure 5 shows the subcluster generation process. It is performed after the clusters are formed in the cluster generation stage and the subclusters (S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ) are generated based on the remaining subgraph excluding the generated clusters (C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 ). The grouping is performed based on the subgraph of which frequencies excluding clusters are 1 or larger, using statistical data.
7:
if
Subcluster Creation
Subclusters refer to subgroups that are grouped based on subgraph as in a cluster but are less frequently queried than in a cluster. They are used to perform the same load balancing between servers, and the subcluster is distributed across clusters of each server to achieve efficient load balancing. That is, subgroups are used to improve the efficiency of load balancing. A subcluster also calculates distance hops using connection edges based on clusters created during the cluster creation step and distributes based on the threshold range that you set. Furthermore, in order to minimize inter-server communication costs, the grouping does not include data that users never request. This avoids the collapse of previously partitioned graph data structures and reduces the cost of additional redistribution through distribution based on the predictive range of queries that users can request in the future. Figure 5 shows the subcluster generation process. It is performed after the clusters are formed in the cluster generation stage and the subclusters ( 1 S , 2 S , 3 S , 4 S ) are generated based on the remaining subgraph excluding the generated clusters
The grouping is performed based on the subgraph of which frequencies excluding clusters are 1 or larger, using statistical data. Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm used to generate subclusters. The input parameters include Statistical_data and Clusters generated in the cluster generation stage. CntClusters is the number of clusters, and Cnt_QD_2HCSN is the number of subgraphs within a 2-hop distance of the clusters according to the order value of SN. Lines 2~7 generate subclusters based on subgraph. Subgraphs that contain connected edges within two hops based on each cluster and appear more than once in the query are included in the subcluster. This allows distribution based on the prediction of the range of queries that can be requested by users in the future, which can reduce additional repartitioning cost.
Algorithm 2 Generating Subclusters
1: procedure Creating_Subcluster (Statistical_data, Clusters) 2: for SN ∈ CntClusters do 3: new Sub_clusters 4: for QDN ∈ Cnt_QD_2HCSN do 5: if Freq_Query_dataQDN ≥ 1 6: add Query_dataQDN in Sub_clusters 7: add Sub_clusterSN in Sub_clusters 8: return Sub_clusters
Graph Partitioning
The proposed method performs graph partitioning by considering the size of the partitions to alleviate the problem of data concentration to specific servers due to a dynamic RDF graph environment. In order to address the problem of load balancing in the existing dynamic partitioning methods, it calculates the average query frequency of the distributed server. Finally, in order to minimize inter-sever communication costs, it uses a technique to minimize the number of edge-cuts that are employed.
The edge-cut minimization technique performs a cut based on an edge connected between a cluster and a subcluster rather than on an edge connected between the vertices of the RDF graph. The subcluster that has a small number of edges connected to subclusters in the same server and a large number of edges connected to subclusters in another server is selected as a candidate to move to another server for edge cutting. Edge-cut minimization is performed by relocating the selected candidates. By relocating the selected candidates to the servers with many connections, the number of edge cuts can be minimized.
Graph data partitioning is performed based on query frequency and size in statistical data. Each server performs grouping into PK = C i, S j , S j+1 , . . . , S j+k based on the subclusters connected with the edges around one cluster using the edge-cut minimization method. The proposed method takes into consideration the size of the partitions to address the problem of data concentration to specific servers. Therefore, it provides the minimum partition size and the maximum partition size. We define the partition size as the number of vertices in a RDF subgraph to be stored in each server. Equation (2) represents the minimum partition size PSize min to be stored in each server, and Equation (3) represents the maximum partition size PSize max to be stored in each server. Here, Node cnt is the number of servers in the distributed environment, Size f ull is the total size of the data that can be stored in the distributed server. α and β are parameters for adjusting the minimum partition size and the maximum partition size to be stored in each distributed server, respectively. A partition represents a RDF subgraph. α and β are determined by Equation (4), where α is a value in the range [0-1]. Since α determines the minimum size of the partition to be stored in the distributed server, if α is small, the minimum size of the partition is small and β is increased so that the size difference between the partitions stored in the distributed server is small. This increases the likelihood of splitting the graph by edge-cut ratio rather than the size of partitions stored in the distributed server during graph partitioning. In contrast, if α is large, the minimum size of the partition is increased, and β is reduced accordingly. As such, there is a large difference in the size of the partitions to be stored in the distributed server. Therefore, even if edge-cut ratio increases during graph partitioning, the size of partitions stored in the distributed server can be made similar.
PSize max = Size f ull
To perform effective load balancing of the distributed server, the mean query frequency of the distributed server is considered using Equation (5), where Node cnt is the number of servers in the distributed server system, and QueryFreq sum is the sum of the query frequencies in statistical data. If the query frequency of the partitioned graph is smaller than the mean query frequency AvgSF, it is not generated into a partition.
AvgSF =
QueryFreq sum Node cnt (5) Figure 6 shows the process of graph partitioning. It is assumed that 10 million vertices are stored in four servers, and α = 0.5 in Equation (2) and β = 1.5 in Equation (3). In addition, PSize min = 1,250,000 in Equation (2), and PSize max = 3,750,000 in Equation (3). In Equation (5), AvgSF = 58.5. In other words, as for PSize min and PSize max , the number of vertices that can be stored in each server has the range of 1,250,000~3,750,000, and the sum of the frequencies of partitions for each server is restricted by the mean query frequency of 58.5. C 2 had 1,800,000 data, and S 4 had 800,000 data. Graph data partitioning is performed by grouping C 2 with S 4 , among subclusters connected with edges, in the same server. Although S 3 is the subcluster connected with S 4 through edge, it is not included in the grouping, because it exceeds the allowed range of Equation (2) and Equation (3), and it would lead to the problem of query concentration to server N 3 based on Equation (4). 
To perform effective load balancing of the distributed server, the mean query frequency of the distributed server is considered using Equation (5), where Node cnt is the number of servers in the distributed server system, and QueryFreq sum is the sum of the query frequencies in statistical data.
If the query frequency of the partitioned graph is smaller than the mean query frequency AvgSF , it is not generated into a partition. Figure 6 shows the process of graph partitioning. It is assumed that 10 million vertices are stored in four servers, and α = 0.5 in Equation (2) and β = 1.5 in Equation (3). In addition, min PSize = 1,250,000 in Equation (2), and max PSize = 3,750,000 in Equation (3). In Equation (5) , the number of vertices that can be stored in each server has the range of 1,250,000~3,750,000, and the sum of the frequencies of partitions for each server is restricted by the mean query frequency of 58.5. 2 C had 1,800,000 data, and 4 S had 800,000 data. Graph data partitioning is performed by grouping 2 C with 4 S , among subclusters connected with edges, in the same server. Although 3 S is the subcluster connected with 4 S through edge, it is not included in the grouping, because it exceeds the allowed range of Equation (2) and Equation (3), and it would lead to the problem of query concentration to server 3 N based on Equation (4). Algorithm 3 shows the algorithm used in the graph partitioning stage. Input parameters include Clusters and Sub_clusters generated in the cluster and subcluster generation stage. CntSub_clustersPCSN is the number of subclusters based on PSCN order values, Size_PartitionPCSN is the size of the partition currently being generated, and Freq_PartitionPCSN is the frequency of the partition currently being generated. Lines 2~8 generate partitions by appropriately distributing subclusters related to each cluster. If Freq_PartitionPCSN is within the maximum and minimum size of the partition calculated by Equations (2) and (3) and is less than AvgSF calculated by Equation (5), the subcluster is included in PartitionPCSN. 
Performance Evaluation
Analysis
With the development of various web services, as uses on semantic web have increased, many studies for efficiently storing and managing RDF graphs have been done. Recently, a variety of partitioning methods have been proposed for storing a large scale of RDF graphs in distributed servers. RDF partitioning methods are classified according to various criteria such as partitioning policy, replication policy, load discrimination, partition size, and partitioning conditions. Table 2 shows the analysis results of the existing methods and the proposed method based on such criteria. The partitioning policy is discriminated into the static, partial dynamic, and dynamic, depending on the repartitioning of a partition. The static means the static partitioning method and generates the specific number of partitions by using vertices and edges in the initial RDF graph. The dynamic means the dynamic partitioning method and repartitions the partitioned graph by considering the data size and the queries to adjust the loads of servers. The partial dynamic readjusts partitions stored in the distributed servers due to the addition and deletion of servers and the update of a RDF graph, but it does not consider the loads of servers. The replication policy represents whether a partitioning method supports replication or not. If a partitioning method supports replication, we denote it by ' '. Otherwise, we denote it by '×'. The load discrimination represents whether a partitioning method discriminates the loads of servers when a partition is repartitioned or not. If it discriminates the loads of servers, we denote load discrimination criteria. Otherwise, we denote it by '×'. The partition size represents whether a partitioning method considers the size of a partition or not when it partitions a RDF graph statically or dynamically. Here, SS means that the sizes of partitioned partitions are almost similar, DS means a default partition size that represents a partition with a fixed size, and '×' means that a partitioning method does not consider the partition size. The partitioning conditions means criteria that a partitioning method considers when it partitions the RDF graph. Multilevel algorithm for partitioning graph (MAPG) [23] and graph partitioning approach (GPA) [40] that are static partitioning methods generate partitions by considering the edge-cut ratio of a whole graph set. They generate partitions with the similar size. MAPG divides a partition with a specific size within tolerable time. It keeps the numbers of vertices in partitions similarly and decreases the edge-cut ratios among distributed servers. GPA minimizes the edge-cut ratios among distributed servers in order to decrease the communication costs among them when it processes a query. It groups subgraphs connected to the same vertex by scanning the RDF graph. The static partitioning methods are useful for partitioning an initial whole graph set but are impossible to adjust loads due to graph data updates. SPAR [35, 38] and streaming graph partitioning (SGP) [36] that are partial dynamic methods redistribute partitions due to the addition and deletion of servers and the update of a RDF graph. SPAR performs partitioning and replication based on the graph data of social networks in distributed server environments. It supports a replication policy in order to improve locality when it processes a query. SCP performs partitioning by considering a partition size when data is inserted continuously. It partitions the dynamically generated stream RDF graph uniformly by using various heuristics. However, SPAR and SCP do not provide repartitioning strategies considering the query frequency. They also increase communication costs among distributed servers since they do not consider the edge-cut ratio.
Sedge [37] and Hermes [34] perform repartitioning by considering the loads of servers in a similar way as the proposed method. Sedge provides complementary partitioning and on-demand partitioning to improve data locality and to reduce the communication costs among servers. This minimizes the edge-cut ratio by discriminating hot spot data and communication costs as server loads. It also reduces cross partition queries that are processed by multiple servers when repartitioning. Hermes provides lightweight repartitioning for minimizing the edge-cut ratios in order to reduce communication costs among servers. It considers the weight of a vertex as the number of read requests to that vertex and performs repartitioning for evenly distributing the read requests to a particular vertex. Since it replicates the hot spot data, it increases synchronization costs among replicates when a subgraph is changed. Sedge and Hermes minimize the edge-cut ratios in order to reduce server loads. However, they do not consider server loads according to a partition size and the query processing loads. They also do not provide repartitioning criteria considering subgraph patterns used by a query.
The proposed method provides repartitioning in dynamic environments that subgraphs are continuously changed. It does not keep replicates to remove synchronization costs among them and replicates management costs in dynamic environments. It discriminates the query frequency and the sizes of subgraphs in a query as server loads and stores the subgraphs commonly used in several queries in the same server. In order to improve the efficiency of query processing, the proposed method considers edge-cut ratio and partition size between clusters and subclusters. As a result, the proposed method can adjust the loads among servers and reduce the query processing time.
Evaluation Results
In order to show the excellence of the proposed method, we have conducted various performance evaluations by comparing it with Sedge [37] and Hermes [34] , which showed high performance among recently studied methods. We constructed eight PCs as a cluster system for the performance evaluation of the distributed environment and performed the performance evaluation. The specifications of each PC are shown in Table 3 . In the evaluation, eight queries were generated, and response time and load distribution were evaluated for each query. Table 4 shows datasets used in the performance evaluation. In order to evaluate the query processing performance, we compared the proposed method with the existing method in terms of query processing time after we create various query types on Twitter and database and logic programming (DBLP) based on query types in SPARQL performance benchmark (SP 2 Bench) [46] . SP 2 Bench provides 12 types of queries for DBLP datasets. The purpose of this paper is to propose a partitioning method to solve the load imbalance in a distributed environment. Therefore, in order to perform performance evaluation for this purpose, we analyzed the query types provided by SP 2 Bench and created query types that perform at least three join operations. Table 5 shows query types used in this experiment. We compare average response times of the partitioning methods that four SPARQL queries on each data set are processed 40 times since a query complexity affects query processing performance. Q1~Q4 are queries on DBLP dataset. Here, Q2 is the most complex and Q1 is the simplest. Q5~Q8 are queries on Twitter data set. Here, Q5 is the most complex and Q8 is the simplest. In order to prove the improvement of the proposed method in the dynamic environment, we measured the average performance of 40 times per time unit of each query. The proposed method adjusts the minimum partition size and maximum partition size stored in a distributed server. In order to perform performance comparison according to partition size, we measure the ratios of distributed storage stored in distributed servers and query response time as we change parameters α and β in Equations (2) and (3). Since the performance evaluation according to the size of partitions performs the performance comparison according to α and β shown in Equations (2) and (3) in the dynamic environment, the initial partitioning environment has no significant effect on performance. In the experimental evaluation, the initial graph partition is performed by Metis [24] , which is a representative method for performing static graph partitioning on a given graph. Metis performs edge-cut partitioning that minimizes the number of edge-cuts to minimize communication costs between the partitioned subgraphs. Figures 7 and 8 show the ratios of distributed storage stored in distributed servers according to the change of parameters α and β. The storage ratio is calculated from Equation (6). Here, SR i represents the storage ratio of the server i, TR i represents the total storage size of the server i, and SS i represents the size of the RDF graph stored in the server i. The minimum and maximum sizes of partitions stored in the distributed server are determined by Equations (2) and (3). As shown in Equation (4), since it is α + β = 2, β has a relatively large value when α is too small. That is, the smaller α is, the bigger β is, so the difference between the minimum partition size and the maximum partition size to be stored in the distributed server is large. Conversely, the larger α is, the smaller β becomes relatively small, and the size of partitions stored in the distributed server is likely to be similar. Therefore, the size of partitions stored in the distributed server shows a lot of difference. It is shown through experiments that a partition size stored in a server is very big when the values of parameter α are 0.1 and 0.3 and the difference of the ratios of distributed storage stored in distributed servers decreases relatively when the value of parameter α is 0.5 or more. (2) and (3) in the dynamic environment, the initial partitioning environment has no significant effect on performance. In the experimental evaluation, the initial graph partition is performed by Metis [24] , which is a representative method for performing static graph partitioning on a given graph. Metis performs edge-cut partitioning that minimizes the number of edge-cuts to minimize communication costs between the partitioned subgraphs. Figures 7 and 8 show the ratios of distributed storage stored in distributed servers according to the change of parameters  and  . The storage ratio is calculated from Equation (6) . Here, i SR represents the storage ratio of the server i , i TR represents the total storage size of the server i , and i SS represents the size of the RDF graph stored in the server i . The minimum and maximum sizes of partitions stored in the distributed server are determined by Equations (2) and (3). As shown in Equation (4), since it is 2 = +   ,  has a relatively large value when  is too small. That is, the smaller  is, the bigger  is, so the difference between the minimum partition size and the maximum partition size to be stored in the distributed server is large. Conversely, the larger  is, the smaller  becomes relatively small, and the size of partitions stored in the distributed server is likely to be similar. Therefore, the size of partitions stored in the distributed server shows a lot of difference. It is shown through experiments that a partition size stored in a server is very big when the values of parameter  are 0.1 and 0.3 and the difference of the ratios of distributed storage stored in distributed servers decreases relatively when the value of parameter  is 0.5 or more. Figures 7 and 8 , the smaller α is, the larger β is, indicating a large difference in the size of partitions stored in the distributed server. Also, the smaller α is, the more β is increased and the partition is likely to be partitioned by edge-cutting. As shown in the figure, the smaller a becomes, the lower the relative response time is. When the value of parameter α is big, each server should store a particular size of partition. Therefore, the edge-cut ratios of clusters and subclusters used in a query increase. It is shown through experiments that the query response time of the proposed method increases when the value of parameter α is 0.7 or more. Based on these experiment results, we perform performance evaluations by setting the values of parameters α and β to 0.5 and 1.5. Figures 7 and 8 , the smaller  is, the larger  is, indicating a large difference in the size of partitions stored in the distributed server. Also, the smaller  is, the more  is increased and the partition is likely to be partitioned by edge-cutting. As shown in the figure, the smaller a becomes, the lower the relative response time is. When the value of parameter  is big, each server should store a particular size of partition. Therefore, the edge-cut ratios of clusters and subclusters used in a query increase. It is shown through experiments that the query response time of the proposed method increases when the value of parameter  is 0.7 or more. Based on these experiment results, we perform performance evaluations by setting the values of parameters  and  to 0.5 and 1.5. The proposed method performs graph data partitioning by minimizing the number of edge-cuts to minimize communication cost. To demonstrate the effective minimization of the number of edge-cuts, edge-cut ratios are evaluated in comparison with existing graph data partitioning methods. Figure 11 shows the results of the comparison of edge-cut ratios among methods when performing RDF graph data partitioning. The results showed the improvement of Hermes in terms of edge-cut ratios. Hermes focuses on minimizing edge-cut ratio in order to reduce communication costs among distributed servers. However, the proposed method performs partitioning by considering various criteria such as a query frequency, a partition size, and the number of connected edges between a cluster and a subcluster. Therefore, although Hermes reduces the edge-cut ratio over the proposed method, the proposed method outperforms Hermes even in terms of the communication cost. The proposed method also outperforms the existing methods in terms of ratio of distributed storage, query response time, and standard deviation of response time since it considers a query frequency, a partition size, and the number of connected edges between a cluster and a subcluster. The proposed method performs graph data partitioning by minimizing the number of edge-cuts to minimize communication cost. To demonstrate the effective minimization of the number of edge-cuts, edge-cut ratios are evaluated in comparison with existing graph data partitioning methods. Figure 11 shows the results of the comparison of edge-cut ratios among methods when performing RDF graph data partitioning. The results showed the improvement of Hermes in terms of edge-cut ratios. Hermes focuses on minimizing edge-cut ratio in order to reduce communication costs among distributed servers. However, the proposed method performs partitioning by considering various criteria such as a query frequency, a partition size, and the number of connected edges between a cluster and a subcluster. Therefore, although Hermes reduces the edge-cut ratio over the proposed method, the proposed method outperforms Hermes even in terms of the communication cost. The proposed method also outperforms the existing methods in terms of ratio of distributed storage, query response time, and standard deviation of response time since it considers a query frequency, a partition size, and the number of connected edges between a cluster and a subcluster.
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In this paper, we proposed a new RDF partitioning method to address the load imbalance of RDF graphs stored in a distributed store in a dynamic environment. The proposed method aims to 
In this paper, we proposed a new RDF partitioning method to address the load imbalance of RDF graphs stored in a distributed store in a dynamic environment. The proposed method aims to balance the storage ratio and response time of the distributed store. The proposed method solved RDF graph concentration to specific servers by performing grouping based on a frequently used subgraph and assigning data to the distributed server properly by considering data size. It also performed graph data partitioning by minimizing the number of edge-cuts to reduce inter-server communication costs. These allowed the proposed method to outperform existing methods by maximizing the advantages of distributed processing and providing quick query responses. It was shown through performance evaluation that Hermes reduces the edge-cut ratios over the proposed method since Hermes focuses on minimizing the edge-cut ratio in order to reduce communication costs among distributed servers. However, although Hermes reduces the edge-cut ratio over the proposed method, the proposed method outperforms Hermes even in terms of the communication cost. The proposed method also outperforms the existing methods in terms of ratio of distributed storage, query response time, and standard deviation of response time since it considers a query frequency, a partition size, and the number of connected edges between a cluster and a subcluster. It does not improve query processing performance significantly compared to the existing methods, but makes sense in that it improves the storage ratio. Future research will be conducted to increase the number of servers in various system environments to ensure the scalability of the proposed method. 
